
Below are a number of items that every pennant player is expected to know but has probably never been told! 

 
Etiquette  
 
Playing for a side not just your team of 4 

Depending on the division, a Torquay side is made up of a number of  teams of 4 players.  The scores for all 
rinks are combined to determine the overall winner. Premiership points are allocated as follows: 2 points for 
each rink won and 10 points for winning overall.  While it is important for you to win your rink the overriding 
aim is for the side to win. 
With this in mind: 

 Always encourage Torquay players on all rinks. 

 Don’t leave the venue before all rinks have finished except if there is a pressing need. 

 When somebody asks you. “How’d it go?” They want to know whether the side won overall, then 
how your rink went. 

 
Cheering Bowls 

 **Never!!!** cheer bad opposition bowls or bad luck.  

 
Give the opposition room 

As soon as your team’s bowl has come to rest, control of the head reverts to the opposition.  You must 
(except for the last bowl of the end) move away immediately and allow the opposition to take control. When 
changing ends the skip who is about to bowl and his 3rd must be given plenty of room to view the head.  
Move quickly to the other end. 

  
Stay on your rink 

Stay well within your rink boundaries especially when changing ends. 
 
Afternoon Tea 

At an approximate midway point during Saturday pennant the game will stop for afternoon tea.  Each home 
player must bring a plate of food (Sandwiches, Cakes, Biscuits etc.) to be shared by both teams. Upon 
arriving at the club you should place your plate of food on the table with your skip’s name (or in the fridge-
marked with the skip’s name). 
As Midweek pennant starts earlier the mid-game break is for lunch.  Afternoon tea is not required. You must 
however, bring your own lunch. 

 
Mobile phones 

There is a new ruling in the law book which prohibits the use of mobile phones and electronic devices on the 
green or surrounds during play and there is a considerable penalty if you do.  So turn them off (or at least on 
silent) and put them in your bag! 
 

Selection 
Teams for Saturday pennant are selected on a Monday evening and will be displayed at the club and on the 
website on a Tuesday morning. Teams for Midweek pennant are selected on a Tuesday after Pennant and 
are available for viewing later that day.   
 
You must play in the selected position. 
 
For Saturday Pennant each selector is responsible for at least one side. 

 They are available to discuss selection issues. 

  They should attempt to communicate with players (especially skips) after games to get a feel for 
how the side is playing. 

 They are responsible for informing players (asap) who have been demoted or in the case of skips if 
they have lost their mat. 



If you have placed your name on the Pennant List the selection committee will assume that you are 
available.  If you will be unavailable to play pennant on any particular week you must put your name on the 
‘Unavailable for Pennant’ list for Saturday and/or Midweek  for that particular week (asap).  
If you have been selected to play for the coming week but suddenly become unavailable you must contact 
one of the selectors (preferably the one allocated to your side) immediately.  

 
Dress 

All Torquay pennant players must wear the prescribed uniform, this includes: 

 A Torquay pennant shirt (which can be purchased from the club).  

 Royal blue pants, shorts, ¾ pants, skirts, skorts or dresses with BA logo. 

 Approved flat soled bowls shoes. 
 
All other garments and head gear must include the Bowls Australia logo except where a white block hat is 
worn, however this must include a club hatband. 
 
A variety of headgear is available from bowls shops. Ensure that yours has the BA logo and is preferably royal 
blue or white. Torquay baseball caps are available for purchase from the club for use in bowls games 
including pennant. 
 
Note: The Torquay Bowls Club website includes the Bowls Victoria uniform regulations.   
 
If you have been called up as an emergency but are not a regular pennant player and don’t have the correct 
uniform you should immediately inform a selector that you need to borrow some items. 

 
Before the Game 
 
Arriving for a game and Trial Ends 

The designated start time for a Saturday pennant game is 1pm.  Midweek is 10.30am prior to the December 
break and 10.00am from January.  You should aim to be at the venue (home or away) 45 minutes before the 
start of the game and no later than 30 minutes.  A two bowl, two end practice (called trial ends) starts 15 – 
20 mins prior to the start.  It is important to get the trial ends started as match play must start at the 
designated time and trial ends must cease, whether they are finished or not. 

 
Before game practice for Saturday Pennant 

When you get to the venue of your match the greenkeeper will have allocated the required 2, 3 or 4 rinks for 
your  game. You cannot practice on any of these rinks (prior to trial ends) on the day of the game.  Subject to 
permission from the home club, you may practice on any other rink at the venue up to 1 hour prior to the 
game (i.e. 12 noon).  
 
Note:  There is no pre-game practice in Midweek pennant.  

 
Travel to away games 

The departure time for away games is displayed on the selection board. When travelling to away games it is 
assumed that you will travel as a team. If you have made other plans it is important that you inform the 
other players in your team. It is the skip’s responsibility to ensure that somebody in his team is designated to 
drive and inform the team. 

 

Player Roles 
The Skip is the boss 

A bowls team is not run by committee.  If the skip wants you to bowl a certain bowl don’t argue, just do it 
and have confidence it is the right shot to play. When changing ends the 3rd should make themselves 
available to discuss the situation but should only comment if spoken to by the skip. Except for 
encouragement all other players should say nothing to the skip unless spoken to first.  
 
The skip should also ensure that his team plays within the rules and adopts the correct etiquette. 



 
The role of the 3rd  

When your skip is ready bowl it is the 3rds responsibility to stand at the head and answer any questions, mark 
any touchers and resolve other issues normally done by the skip. Once your skip’s bowl has come to rest you 
must immediately move aside and allow the opposition 3rd to take control (except for the last bowl of the 
end).  Don’t even check for shot. This can be done when control reverts to you. 
It is the role of the 3rd to measure and declare the winner of the end and the number of shots.  Other players 
should keep away unless asked by the 3rd for an opinion. Once the opposing 3rd’s have agreed on the number 
of shots and declared the result of the end, the result is final (i.e. bowls cannot be remeasured or 
reassessed).   
Don’t be bullied by opposition 3rd’s. Mumbling ‘I think it might be … ‘ is not declaring the head.  Declaring the 
head is an agreement of the number of shots by both 3rds before indicating the result to the second for the 
score card and to the skip.  If you are unsure, measure it and if needed, call an umpire. 
 
Know the basic laws.  Know how to measure. 

 
The role of the second 

Prior to the game the Side manager will give each 2nd a scorecard, voting slips for each player and a small 
envelope. On game day the 2nd performs the following functions. 

 Prior to the game they collect playing fees (currently $6) from each player, placing them in the small 
envelope and handing it to the side manager. 

 It is the responsibility of the 2nd to score the game on their rink and update the rink scoreboard. They 
should also compare scores with their opposition 2nd at the conclusion of each end. It is generally the 
responsibility of the home 2nd closest to the Overall scoreboard to regularly update it (every second 
end).  

 At the conclusion of the game the 2nd should hand voting slips to each member of their team. When 
completed they should collect the voting slips, put them in the envelope and hand them along with 
the scorecard to the manager. 

 
The role of the lead 

Place the mat where the skip has requested and deliver the jack as close as possible to a distance 
determined by the skip. 
Encourage your team mates and watch the game, even after you have bowled. 

 

Umpire 
One or two certified umpires are allocated by the home club to officiate on a pennant day.  In most 
circumstances the umpire is playing at the venue.  If you require a ruling, the resolution of a close measure 
or other matter resolved, you may call an umpire.  Be patient, they may be about to bowl themselves. 
Remember that once an umpire has made a decision on a measurement it cannot be questioned. 


